I. Introduction
ontinuous Descent Operation (CDO) has been identified by ICAO, SESAR and NextGen to improve the environmental performance of air transport. [1] [2] [3] Aircraft on CDO descend from an optimal position with minimum engine thrust. Benefits include reduced noise, fuel-burn, and emissions when compared to conventional approaches. 3 In a closed-path CDO procedure the lateral path is fixed. This allows for optimization of the vertical profile by the Flight Management System for the best aircraft performance. However, tactical control when the aircraft is on CDO is likely to stop the aircraft from flying the optimized CDO; hence the economical and environmental benefits are (partially) lost. Key factor in whether tactical control is needed during the CDO is the spacing between aircraft at the start of the CDO that is required to ensure separation throughout the entire decent. 4, 5 The required initial spacing can be determined from aircraft trajectories and procedures. However, from an Air Traffic Controller"s (ATCo"s) point of view the CDO trajectories are unpredictable. The length of the procedure, the absence of non-transitional periods, and lack of intent information all contribute to this. 6 To avoid tactical control 1
II. Air Traffic Control for Closed Path Continuous Descent Operation

A. Continuous Descent Operation
A CDO is defined as an operation, enabled by airspace design, procedure design and Air Traffic Control ((ATC) facilitation, in which an arriving aircraft descends continuously, to the greatest possible extent, by employing minimum engine thrust, ideally in a low drag configuration. 13 Two main design options for CDO procedures are open and closed path designs. 13 Although the TSD is targeted to closed path CDO designs; the open path design is discussed for completeness. In open path designs the lateral path to the runway is not predetermined. The distance to the runway is estimated by the ATCo and communicated to the pilot. Based on the Distance-To-Go (DTG) information the pilot determines the descent rate to establish a continuous descent path. The quality of the DTG information provided and possible changes in the DTG due to vectoring affect the CDO performance and resulting environmental and economic benefits significantly. 14 Open path CDOs can be readily implemented, but there is a trend towards closed path designs for better CDO performance and efficiency.
In closed path designs a fixed route defines the lateral path of the aircraft. The exact distance to the runway is known prior to the start of the CDO. This allows for optimization of the vertical profile of the CDO within the constraints set by ATC. The optimized vertical profile is aircraft specific. Main determining factors are aircraft performance, aircraft weight, descent-logic, and weather conditions. 4 In the remainder of this paper the term CDO refers to a closed path CDO. Figure 1 gives a schematic overview of a typical concept of operations to facilitate CDOs. Aircraft fly a CDO from Top of Descent (TOD) or an intermediate altitude to the runway. It is the task of the ATCo to early de-conflict, sequence, and space the aircraft before the CDO commences. To attain maximum throughput and avoid tactical control, aircraft are spaced on an intermediate metering fix. The spacing between aircraft should allow for an undisturbed CDO past the intermediate fix and efficient handling of traffic. Because of the differences in the speed and altitude profiles between aircraft, the required spacing varies per aircraft pairing. To illustrate the differences between aircraft pairs, Fig. 2 shows the observed distribution of the required spacing for a fix at 63 NM. The distribution was created using flight data of aircraft landing at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol in the Netherlands. All aircraft followed the nightly CDO procedure from the same IAF. To rule out possible ATC effects only aircraft that landed without another landing with a 10 minute interval were considered. To limit the influence of wind aircraft pairs were formed of aircraft that landed within 60 minutes of each other. The 95% interval of the required spacing ranges from 5 NM to 16 NM, depending on the aircraft pairing and weather conditions. Hence, the use of a fixed interval that ensures an undisturbed CDO for most aircraft pairings will incur a significant capacity penalty. Tailoring of the inter-aircraft spacing based on the expected trajectories is required. The required inter-aircraft spacing is not readily available to the controller. A controller support tool is required that provides the ATCo with the information and tools required to accurately space aircraft for CDO.
B. Air Traffic Control for CDO
III. The Time-Space Diagram as a Controller Support Tool C. Applications of Time-Space Diagrams
Time-space diagrams are commonly used to solve transportation related problems, for example in traffic and highway engineering. 15 The time-space diagram is a visual tool for engineers to analyze a coordination strategy and modify timing plans for traffic signals. 16 An example in airport planning and management is the is the estimation of runway capacity. 17 In this research the diagram is used to support the controller in sequencing, merging and spacing of aircraft based on aircraft trajectory predictions. In line with the Ecological Interface Design (EID) approach the TSD provides tools and information to the controller to be an active problem solver.
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D.Time-Space Diagram Layout
The TSD gives a graphical representation of the current and future traffic situation in addition to the information provided on the Plan View Display (PVD). Figure 3 gives a schematic view of the TSD for two in-trail aircraft following a fixed arrival route to the runway threshold. The diagram is build up of two axes. The vertical axis is the time-axis. Aircraft labels are shown on the axis at the Estimated Time of Arrival (ETA) at the runway threshold. The time-axis together with the aircraft labels is a typical Arrival Manager interface. The labels from top to bottom show the arrival sequence. The DTG to the runway threshold is drawn on the horizontal axis. Plotted in the diagram are trajectory predictions. Presentation of the aircraft requires that all trajectories have at least one point in common. For arriving traffic on a single runway this conditions is always met by selecting the runway threshold.
The diagram is complemented with task relevant information such as the separation minima and existing conflicts. The separation minima are visualized using shaded areas and referred to as the separation areas. The separation areas are attached to the trajectory of the leading aircraft. Both time-based and distance-based separation minima can be visualized. Areas associated with a distance-based separation minimum (e.g. wake vortex or radar separation) will be constant in the DTG (horizontal) direction, whereas time-based separation minima will result in an area with a constant time-interval. The separation minima are only visualized when the aircraft are in proximity or when the leading aircraft is on final approach. Hence, for two aircraft coming from two different directions the area is only shown when the aircraft are about to merge onto the same route and when in trail. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics
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If a trajectory crosses a separation area and the aircraft are not separated by altitude there is conflict. To visualize a conflict the area enclosed by the trajectory of the trailing aircraft and separation area is colored red. This representation also embodies information about the time in conflict and the expected loss of separation. The location on the TSD shows the time and current distance to resolve the conflict. The task of selection, decision making, and implementation of resolving actions is left to the ATCo. Once an action is implemented (e.g. speed instruction is given) the TSD is updated.
E. Hypothetical Predictions
To support the ATCo in his task, a function to show "hypothetical predictions" was developed. 11 When initiated by the ATCo the TSD generated various possible controller actions and showed the result to the ATCo. Figure 4 gives an example of speed control to resolve a conflict. The two dashed lines represent the predicted trajectories for speed instructions selected by the system. The design of this support function is reviewed in section V. Based on this analysis and the feedback from controllers the use of DMIs is proposed.
F. Trajectory Prediction
The PVD-TSD is the interface between the ATCo and a trajectory predictor. In parallel with the development of the PVD-TSD interface, a trajectory predictor was developed. To plot an aircraft trajectory on the TSD, an unambiguous trajectory from the current position to the runway threshold is required. Based on the current aircraft state, weather, ATC clearances, intent, and procedures the predictor generates a flight plan that describes the lateral and vertical path of the aircraft. Next, the predictor generates a trajectory by following the lateral and vertical path. The lateral and vertical control and guidance system of the predictor were developed based on the design of Aircraft Dynamics Model for the FAA Target Generation Facility, the workstation based fast-time aircraft simulator for noise abatement approach procedure study described by Ren et. al. 19, 20 For aircraft performance data and computations use is made of EUROCONTROL"s Standard Aircraft Modeling Interface (SAMI) and BADA or GAME aircraft performance models. [21] [22] [23] Finally, the predictor was tuned using actual flight data.
IV. Visual Momentum
The PVD and TSD are presented on separate displays and provide information in a different frame of reference. To improve integration of information from the multi-display PVD-TSD interface, the interface has been evaluated using the Visual Momentum. Subsequently, changes have been made to the interface to increase the amount Visual Momentum.
G. Concept of Visual Momentum
The concept of Visual Momentum refers to the impact of a transition from one view to another on the ability of the observer to extract task-relevant information. 24 Woods definition of Visual Momentum is: "The amount of visual momentum supported by a display system is inversely proportional to the mental effort required to place a new display into the context of the total data base and the user's information needs." When visual momentum is high, successive views support the rapid comprehension of data following the transition to a new display. In case the visual momentum is low, reorientation from scratch is needed when moving across displays. A technique to increase the Visual Momentum is the use of "longshots". Longshots help the user to step back from the details of the monitored process to assess the overall system status and to decide where to look next.
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H. Review of changes to interface design
In the PVD-TSD interface the TSD provides a longshot. A summary of the traffic situation is given in graphical form. The conflicts and gaps in the arrivals sequence indicate where actions are required. To increase Visual Momentum, the review focused on the three functions contributing to the effectiveness of a longshot: 24 
Status Summary Function
The status summary function is expected to provide task relevant status information. The summary information must be distilled and abstracted and enable "check reading". The TSD displays the task relevant information as discussed in section III. This information is abstracted from lower level information: the aircraft under control, trajectory predictions, the airspace structure and procedures. The information is presented in a recognizable form using lines, areas and different colors. No changes to the interface were made to improve the status summary function.
Orienting Function
The orienting function helps the ATCo to orient to where he is relative to the set of available views and to comprehend cuts from one view to another and result in better information integration. For the orienting functions it is required that the longshot is always visible and is coordinated with the other views and includes relevant frames of reference. 7 The first principle is met since the TSD and PVD are displayed in parallel on two separate screens. Coordination between the TSD and PVD has been added. The changes are depicted in Fig. 5 . The coordination is triggered by the selection and deselection of aircraft, conflicts, or separation areas. These actions were interpreted as a decision by the ATCo on the next action to take (e.g. which aircraft to control). The coordination should support the controller where to look next in the interface for the required information. For this purpose both the PVD and TSD were changed. On selection of an aircraft in either display the trajectory is plotted in the PVD, see (1) in Fig. 5 . When involved in a conflict, the conflict and the trajectory of the conflicting aircraft are also plotted, see (2) in Fig.  5 . On the TSD the color of conflicts the selected aircraft is not involved are darkened. On selection of a conflict area (3), the trajectories of the aircraft involved in the conflict are plotted in the PVD. Similarly, on selection of a separation area (4), the trajectories of the associated aircraft are plotted. Finally, consistent use of colors is made, e.g. for the color of the label indicating the aircraft control status (5)
Movement Function
The movement function should indicate how the controller can move to an area of interest within the display structure. The display structure consists of the PVD and TSD which are displayed in parallel. There is no navigation 
V. Direct Manipulation Interfaces
As outlined in section III the TSD included a function to show the effect of possible actions on the traffic situation. It is proposed to replace these "hypothetical predictions" tools with DMI. The motivation is threefold. First, the existing interface shows the effect of computer selected actions. Typical short-cuts and speeds were selected based on the aircraft current position and speed. However, no conflict resolution or planning algorithm was involved in the decision process. As a result the actions would not necessarily resolve a conflict or close gaps in the sequence. This limits the usefulness of the tool to providing the ATCo with an order of magnitude an instructions could have. Secondly, the display of various possible actions cluttered the display. Thirdly, the use of DMIs is expected to enhance SA and to reduce performance disadvantages induced by automation. 
B. Direct Manipulation Interfaces for ATC
For the PVD-TSD interface DMIs have been introduced for the following controller instructions: speed, altitude and heading control, direct-to waypoint instructions, route clearances, the Point Merge concept, and RTAs. The type American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics 8 of instruction is selected by the controller. Subsequently, properties of the instruction (e.g. speed in case speed control) can be manipulated in the PVD and/or TSD. The impact of an instruction can be directly perceived in either display and entered into the system. The use of the direct manipulation interface can be stopped at any moment after which the situation is reversed. The following sections discuss the DMIs per controller action, using two aircraft in a conflict. Figure 6 shows the PVD-TSD and direct manipulation interface for speed control. On the TSD the trajectory and label based on current clearances is faded. The speed control constraints are visualized by the blue shaded area, see (1) in Fig. 6 . Two labels on the right of the TSD mark the constraints. The labels give the minimum and maximum speed (2) . The middle label can be moved up and down by the ATCo within the speed limits by dragging the label in TSD or using the mouse wheel (3). The speed changes in increments of 5 kts. When the label is moved the traffic situation is updated on the TSD and PVD and the associated speed is displayed in the labels on the PVD and TSD (4) . Once the ATCo has set the speed, the speed has to be confirmed and the interface is updated. The DMIs for altitude control, the Point Merge concept, and RTA use the same control mechanisms and graphical representation and are therefore not discussed in detail. Figure 7 shows the direct manipulation interface for a direct-to waypoint instruction. The ATCo can set the waypoint by clicking in the PVD. The nearest waypoint becomes the waypoint the aircraft will proceed to directly, see (1) in Fig. 7 . Alternatively the ATCo can use the mouse wheel to scroll along all the waypoints on the aircraft anticipated route. The selected fixed is also shown in the labels (2). Figure 8 shows the DMI for heading vectors. The DMI enables the controller to set the aircraft on a heading and determine the effect the length of the heading segment, see (1) in Fig. 8 . The heading and segment length are controlled by dragging the heading vector (2) . The point the ATCo is planning to let the aircraft intercept the route is given by the triangle (3). This point is set by clicking a waypoint in the PVD. In the situation depicted in Fig. 8 the trailing aircraft is in conflict with the leading aircraft, as can be seen from the trajectory in yellow that crosses the separation area. The heading vector set on the PVD followed with an instruction to proceed to the selected waypoint will resolve this conflict. Once the heading instruction is given, the TSD shows the traffic situation, assuming the aircraft directly flies towards the fix selected by the ATCo, instead of the trajectory set by the ATCo. This choice was made because heading vectors are an open loop technique. The lateral path is not unambiguously fixed until the second instruction is given. If the instruction to intercept the route is given at a different time than anticipated by the interface, this might lead to unexpected situations. By constantly assuming a direct reintercept of the route, the conflict will gradually become smaller, up to the point where the aircraft has reached the position marked by the mouse cursor (1) . At that position the aircraft can be instructed to intercept the route and the conflict has been resolved.
C. Speed Control through a Direct Manipulation Interface
D. Direct to Waypoint through Direct Manipulation Interface
E. Heading Vectors through Direct Manipulation Interface
F. Route clearances through Direct Manipulation Interfaces
The DMI for route clearances allows the user to select the route the aircraft is expected to proceed on. The selected route is highlighted. The first route to be highlighted is selected by the interface based on the aircraft position and clearances the aircraft has yet received. The route can be changed by clicking near a route segment in the PVD.
VI. Experiment
A controller-in-the-loop experiment was setup to validate the PVD-TSD interface. The experiment was performed using an ATC research simulator. The subjects were tasked to expedite and maintain an orderly flow of traffic in one or two area control sectors and space traffic for a CDO. The validation focussed on the effects of the interface and number of IAFs on controller workload and Situational Awareness (SA), controller instructions, safety, capacity, aircraft trajectories, and the use of the interfaces. Figure 9 shows the PVD-STL interface with inverted colors. The STL provides the information required to space the aircraft based on the same trajectory predictions used for the TSD. The STL is an inset on the PVD. The leftmost column gives the planned arrival sequence. The top aircraft is planned to arrive first. The order can be changed by the ATCo. The second column gives the IAF of the aircraft. The third column gives the call sign for the leading aircraft that is on the same IAF, if available. The fourth column provides the required spacing with respect to the leading aircraft at the IAF expressed in NM. The fifth column gives the time to lose or gain at the IAF to meet the spacing requirement in steps of 10 seconds. A positive number indicates the aircraft is late and should gain time. A negative number in red indicates that the aircraft arrives too early at IAF resulting in a conflict. The sixth column was added to show the propagation of delay and bunching. The time an aircraft has to lose or gain is added to the total delay except when the aircraft arrives too early and the total delay is positive. In that case the total delay is set to the time the aircraft needs to lose. In the STL in Figure 9 the second, third, and fourth aircraft in the arrival sequence arrive late at the IAF. The actual spacing at the IAF will be larger than the spacing required. The delay accumulates as can be seen in the last column. The fifth aircraft is 90 s early. The accumulated delay is also set to -90 s. Aircraft number six is 110 s late with respect to the fifth aircraft. Taking into account the -90 s delay of aircraft five, aircraft six is only 20 s late. The seventh aircraft arrives -80 s with respect to the sixth aircraft and again the accumulated delay is set to -80 s. Aircraft eight and nine arrive 50 s early and 20 s late respectively. Taking into account the 80 s that have to be lost upstream both aircraft have to be delayed. 
A. PVD-STL Interface
. Subjects and Experience
Six subjects were invited to participate in the experiment, see Table 1 . The subjects had a background in ATM research and consultancy or worked as an ATCo. The age of the subjects ranged from 26 to 58 years. Basic air traffic controller course and subject in various ATC interface experiments
Independent Variables
The experiment had two within-subject independent variables: The controller interface (INTERFACE) with two levels: PVD-STL and PVD-TSD. The second independent variable IAF had two levels: one IAF and two IAFs. There were four experiment conditions. 
Airspace and Routes and Procedures
The airspace and route design were based on the Dutch airspace and Standard Arrival Routes (STARs) and P-RNAV transitions leading to a runway at Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. Figure 10 shows the airspace with two area sectors in the West and South and the TMA. Traffic entered the sector at four entry points. At the entry point a STAR started that ended at the IAF (SUGOL, RIVER). At the IAFs transitions to the runway threshold started. The minimum and maximum altitudes over the IAFs were set to FL100 and FL180 respectively. Table 3 gives an overview of the along tracks distances between relevant points. 
Traffic Samples
Four traffic samples were created, each containing 14 aircraft. The traffic was evenly distributed over the entry points. Initially all aircraft were positioned at DTG between 72 NM and 218 NM. The inter-aircraft spacing was varied between 7 NM and 16 NM using a sine function to create bunching. To each starting distance an aircraft type and weight were assigned. Aircraft of the types Airbus A320 (4), Airbus A330 (1), Boeing 777 (1), Boeing 747 (2), Boeing 737 (5) and Fokker 70 (1) were used. The call signs varied with the entry point. The approximated hourly throughput was 35 AC/h.
Instructions
The subject was instructed to expedite and maintain an orderly flow of traffic and to space the aircraft for a CDO. On the initial call of the aircraft, the aircraft had to be taken under control. The aircraft were initially cleared direct to the entry point and descending to FL230 or FL240 depending on the entry point. For aircraft under control that were still in the adjacent sector, the subject was instructed not to issue instructions that would change the lateral path. Once in the own sector the subject was free to control both the lateral and vertical paths of the aircraft and apply speed control. The subjects were advised to keep 250 kts as a minimum speed. Within the own sector 5 NM lateral or 1,000 ft vertical separation had to be maintained. Also, the subject was instructed to clear the aircraft for CDO as soon as possible. Once cleared for the CDO no further instructions could be given.
Apparatus
The ATC simulator ran on a single workstation. Two identical 20" LCD monitors (1,600 x 1,200 resolution) were used to visualize the PVD and TSD. The subject was positioned in front of the left monitor showing the PVD. The right monitor showing the TSD screen was positioned adjacent to the left screen at a small angle. Input devices were a standard keyboard and a two-button mouse with a mouse wheel. Text-to-speech software was used to provide audio feedback for aircraft calls and read backs.
Dependent measures
The following dependent measures were used for validation:
Workload Two measures were used to assess the ATCo"s workload. During the simulation there was an Instantaneous SelfAssessment (ISA) that had to be completed. The subject was asked to indicate the experienced workload every 60 s using a color bar shown on the PVD and TSD. After each simulation run the subjects completed the NASA Task Load Index (TLX) questionnaire. 28 
Situational Awareness
After each run subjects completed the EUROCONTROL Situational Awareness for Solutions for Human Automation Partnerships in European ATM (SASHA) questionnaires. 29 The SHAPE questionnaires serves to obtain a first insight into the impact of a new system on the ATCo"s level of Situational Awareness. The questionnaire comprises of six statements that had to be rated on a scale from 0 to 6. The SASHA Score is the average rating of the statements. Results are to be interpreted in a relative way, in terms of differences in the scores obtained for the four experiment conditions.
Controller Instructions
All aircraft instructions were logged to determine the number of instructions per aircraft, the type of instructions issued and the timing.
Aircraft trajectories
The aircraft tracks were logged to analyze the effect of the display configurations both in the vertical and lateral plane. The track miles and vertical profiles were compared between the INTERFACE and IAF conditions.
Safety
Safety was measured by counting the number of losses of separation when traffic was under control and the number of unresolved conflicts during the CDO phase.
Capacity
The runway throughput was compared between the INTERFACE and IAF conditions.
Use of the Interface
Controller inputs on the PVD and TSD were logged, including selection of aircraft, conflicts and separation areas, and the use of direct manipulation interfaces.
Final Questionnaire
At the end of the experiment there was a final questionnaire. Subjects were asked to rate to which extent they agreed with a statement on a 5-level Likert scale: "strongly disagree", "disagree", "neither agree nor disagree", "agree", "strongly agree". Four statements focused on the availability, integration, and complementarity of information. Seven statements were specific to the PVD-TSD interface. These statements focused on the use of the interface for planning and implementing actions and intuitiveness of the DMIs. Ten statements asked the subjects to rate the level of the difficulty to identify conflicts, solutions to conflicts, gaps in the sequence, knock-on effects, and control of aircraft for both interfaces separately. Again the Likert scale had 5 ratings: "very difficult", "difficult", "neither easy nor difficult", "easy", and "very easy".
Also, the subjects were asked about their control strategy for the two interfaces and suggestions to improve either interface. Finally, the subjects were given the opportunity to provide any comments on the simulator and the experiment.
Experiment Design
The experiment started with the briefing of the subject and demonstration of the interfaces. To train the subject in using the simulator and the interfaces a series of short videos were used. Also two practice runs were done in the simulator with a focus on controlling the aircraft and simulator. Four training runs followed, in which each experiment condition was trained once. The experiment itself also consisted of four runs per subject. To eliminate practice and boredom effects a Latin square design was used to control variation, see Table 4 . Also, the traffic samples were swapped between conditions. 
Procedure
Each training and measured run started with the simulation in pause. The subject was given the time to familiarize with the traffic situation, adjust the display settings, and arrange the aircraft labels. After the last instruction to simulation advanced at high speed until all aircraft had landed. A NASA TLX and SASHA sheet had to be completed after each run. Directly after completion of the last run the subject had to complete the final questionnaire. Typically the experiment was completed in five hours excluding breaks.
C. Hypothesis
Four high-level hypotheses were formulated: H1. Subjects are able to handle traffic safely and efficiently in terms of throughput with both interfaces; H2. Use of the PVD-TSD interface results in a reduction of the workload at a higher level of SA; H3. The number of IAFs has a smaller effect on the performance when using the PVD-TSD interface; H4. The CDO performance is better when using the PVD-TSD interface. 
VII. Results
A. Workload
A box plot of the ISA scores after transformation in z-scores is given in the right panel of Figure 11 . The effects of the INTERFACE and IAF on the ISA Score were analyzed using a generalized estimating equations approach.
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A linear scale response of the model of the form:
ii SX    (1) was created. Where:  S is the response, in this case the ISA score  β i are the estimates of the effects  X i are the values of the independent variables and are either 0 or 1. The response of the model was the ISA score. Model predictors were the INTERFACE and IAF. Also the subject (SUBJ) was taken into account. Table 5 shows the parameter estimates and hypothesis tests. None of the interactions were significant, and were therefore removed from the table. 
a. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant
From Table 5 it was concluded that the INTERFACE and IAF have a significant effect on the workload. The ISA Score for the PVD-STL interface is higher (+0.109) than for the PVD-TSD interface. The ISA score for one IAF is lower than the score for two IAFs (-0.054). The effect of the INTERFACE on the ISA Score was twice the size of the effect the IAF. It was also concluded that subject one and six rated their workload on the ISA scale significantly higher than the other subjects.
The model explained 39% of variance of all recorded ISA Scores, r s = 0.59, p < 0.001. It should be noted that the model predicted only one ISA Score per subject, INTERFACE, and IAF combination (N = 24). Data analysis showed a variation of the workload during each run, which is not captured by the model. To further verify the validity of the model the scores per run were consolidated into a single score, in this case the median. The variance explained by the model of the consolidated scores was 56%, r s = 0.754, p < 0.001.
NASA TLX
The left panel Figure 11 gives the box plot of the NASA-TLX scores after the transformation into z-scores. A repeated measure ANOVA of the NASA-TLX scores with a Bonferroni correction for the critical level of significance, indicated a significant main effect of the INTERFACE on the NASA TLX score, F(1,5) = 154, p < 0.01. The contrast indicated a very strong effect, r = 0.98. The medians of the NASA-TLX scores for the PVD-STL and PVD-TSD interface were 33.5 and 14.0, respectively. To assess the sources of the change in workload, the six subscale scores were analyzed. A repeated measure ANOVA of the six subscales showed a significant decrease of Figure 12 shows the estimated marginal means of the SASHA scores. The mean SASHA scores for the PVD-TSD are higher than the mean scores for the PVD-STL interface.The level of SA reduces when adding a second IAF. Also the impact of the second IAF seems to be larger for the PVD-STL than the PVD-TSD interface. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test indicated the data for the four experiment conditions were not significantly different from a normal distribution (p > 0.05). A repeated measure ANOVA of the SASHA scores, after transformation into zscores, indeed indicated a significant main effect of the INTERFACE on the SASHA score, F(1,5) = 21.41, p < 0.01. Also the main effect IAF was significant F(1,5) = 6.69, p < 0.05. The interaction between INTERFACE and IAF did not have a significant effect. 
B. Situational Awareness
C. Interface Use Aircraft selections
Aircraft could be selected on the PVD or TSD when available. The two panels on the left in Figure 13 show box plots for the total number of aircraft selections per INTERFACE. The two panels on the right give the box plots for the number of selections per display (PVD/TSD). A Friedman"s ANOVA showed that the total number of instructions changed significantly between the four experiment conditions, χ 2 (3) = 11.8, p < 0.01. Wilcoxon signed rank tests indicated that the number of aircraft selections only increased significantly for the PVD-TSD when increasing the number of IAFs from one to two, z = -2.20, p < 0.05. For those subjects that used the TSD to select aircraft, the number of aircraft selections on the TSD did not increase significantly between IAFs.
Use of Support Functions
Depicted in Figure 14 is the usage of the DMIs. Most used DMIs are for speed control and route clearances. The use of the DMI for speed control increased significantly with the number of IAFs, t(5), p < 0.05, r = 0.77. Use of the other DMIs was not significantly affected by the number IAFs. The DMI for speed control was always controlled using the mouse wheel. Subjects did not use the possibility to drag the label in the TSD to set the speed. 
Selections in the TSD
The subject could select aircraft labels, conflicts, and separation areas in the TSD. From the analysis of the aircraft selections it was already concluded that subjects selected aircraft in the TSD. Selection of the conflict and separation areas was not used by the subjects. Only one subject selected a separation area once. Figure 15 shows the box plots of the controller instructions per experiment condition. A Friedman"s ANOVA showed that the total number of instructions changed significantly between the four experiment conditions, χ 2 (3) = 16.93, p < 0.01. Wilcoxon signed rank tests were used to follow up these findings. Controlling the traffic using the PVD-TSD interface instead of the PVD-STL interface for one IAF resulted in a 24% decrease of the number of instructions, T = 0, r = -0.64, p < 0.05. When controlling traffic for two IAFs there was a significant reduction of 27%, T = 0, r = -0.64, p < 0.05. The number instructions significantly increased 11% when adding the second IAF to the scenario and controlling the traffic using the PVD-STL interface, T = 21, r = 0.64, p < 0.05. No significant effects were found when controlling traffic using PVD-TSD interface. To further analyze the effects of the INTERFACE and IAFs on the instructions, the analysis was repeated for speed instructions, heading instructions, route clearances, direct to way point instructions, and altitude clearances. The number of speed instructions changed significantly between the experiment conditions χ 2 (3) = 13.80, p < 0.01. The number of speed instructions was reduced by 50% when using the PVD-TSD interface for one IAF, T = 0, r = -0.64, p < 0.05. The reduction as a result of the INTERFACE was the same for two IAFs, T = 0, r = -0.64. Also the number of heading instructions changed significantly between the experiment conditions χ 2 (3) = 13.53, p < 0.01. Heading instructions were no longer used when controlling traffic for one IAF using the PVD-TSD interface. When controlling traffic for two IAFs the number of heading instructions decreased by 75% when using the PVD-TSD interface compared to the PVD-STL interface, T = 0, r = -0.64, p < 0.05. The number of heading instructions significantly increased with the number of IAFs when controlling the traffic using the PVD-STL interface, T = 15, r = 0.64, p < 0.05. No significant effects were found when controlling traffic using PVD-TSD interface. The number of direct-to instructions changed significantly between the experiment conditions χ 2 (3) = 11.15, p < 0.05. However no further significant effects within the INTERFACE and IAF were found. The number of route and altitude clearances did not change significantly between the experiment conditions.
D. Number of Controller Instructions
E. Timing of Controller Instructions
The timing of the controller"s instructions was analyzed by comparing the time between the aircraft initial call and the first and last instructions that were given. The box plot of the time intervals is given in Figure 16 . A Friedman"s ANOVA indicated a significant effect of the experiment conditions on the time between the initial call and first instruction, χ 2 (3) = 10.83, p < 0.05. The left two panels in Figure 16 give the box plots. Wilcoxon test showed a significant difference of the INTERFACE when controlling traffic for one IAF, z = -2.23, p < 0.05. The mean time interval was 9 s shorter for the PVD-TSD interface. The number of IAFs was significant when controlling traffic with the PVD-TSD interface, z = -3. Table 6 . All three main effects were significant. Also the interactions between IAF * ENTRY POINT and INTER * ENTRY POINT were significant and were included in the model. The model parameters and hypothesis tests are given in Table 7 . The model explained 39% of the variance, r s , p <0.001. In de model the interval between the initial call and last instruction increased by 87 s when increasing the number of IAFs. Other significant main effect was the INTERFACE. When controlling traffic using the PVD-TSD interval the interval reduced by 182 s. However, the effect of the interface was smaller when controlling traffic for one IAF. Other significant interaction was the ENTRY POINT LAMSO when controlling traffic using the PVD-STL interface, the interval was 116 s shorter. a. Set to zero because this parameter is redundant.
CDO Clearance
Analysis of the timing of the controller instruction prompted a further analysis on the timing of the CDO clearance and effects on the CDO performance. Figure 17 shows the box plot of the DTG when the CDO clearance was received. A linear scale response model was used to investigate the effects of the INTERFACE and IAF. The response variable of the model was the DTG when cleared for CDO. The test of the model effects are summarized in Table 8 . The main effects INTERFACE, IAF, ENTRY POINT were significant. Also the interactions INTERFACE * IAF and INTERFACE * ENTRY POINT were significant. The parameter estimates and hypothesis tests based on the significant model effects are given in Table 9 . The model explained 67% of the variance, r s = 0.82, p < 0.001. The main significant effect of the ENTRY POINT is clearly the result of the airspace design and not of interest and was therefore removed from the table. From the model parameters and hypothesis test it was concluded that the main effect INTERFACE had a significant effect. The predicted DTG after the CDO clearance increased with 18 NM when using the PVD-TSD interface instead of the PVD-STL interface. Adding a second IAF also had a negative effect on the DTG. The predicted DTG decreased by 8.9 NM. From the interactions it was concluded that the effect of the IAF is not significant when controlling traffic using the PVD-TSD interface but only when controlling traffic using the PVD-STL interface, specifically for traffic arriving from LAMSO (-12 NM). For the other ENTRY points the effects were not significant. The altitude when cleared for the CDO was correlated with the DTG, r s = 0.74, p < 0.001. This indicates that aircraft were cleared for the CDO at a higher altitude.
F. Aircraft Trajectories
Analysis of the trajectories focused on the sector time, track miles, and altitude profile.
Sector Time
Wilcoxon signed rank tests did not indicate a significant effect of the INTERFACE on the time in the ACC sectors for equal number of IAFs under control. Figure 18 suggests there was an effect of the INTERFACE and IAF on the miles flown. Figure 19 shows the box plot of the miles flown after the initial call of the aircraft (~15 NM from entry point). A scale response model was used to further investigate the effects. The response of the model was the track millage. Model predictors were the INTERFACE, IAF, and the ENTRY POINT. To estimate which parameters had to be included in the model a test of the model effects was performed. From the results given in Table 10 , it was concluded that INTERFACE and IAF as a main effect were not significant. Only the entry point was significant. The interaction INTERFACE * ENTRY POINT was also significant. It was decided to include the ENTRY POINT and INTERFACE * ENTRYPOINT in the model. Table 11 shows the parameter estimates and hypothesis tests. The model explained 71% of the variance, r s = 0.85, p < 0.001. The interactions showed that the effect of the PVD-TSD interface on the track miles can be both positive and negative. For entry points HELEN and REDFA, the model predicts an increase of the track millage when controlling track using the PVD-TSD interface. With the PVD-STL interface traffic received directs to the IAF. With the PVD-TSD interface less directs were given. For the points LAMSO and DENUT, the model predicts a decrease of the track millage for the PVD-TSD interface. In the baseline simulation runs, traffic at these entry points was vectored more than with the PVD-TSD interface. The only significant effect is a 1 NM decrease of the track millage for traffic at DENUT. However, the limited sample size shall be taken into account when interpreting these results. 
Track Miles
Altitude Profile
Depicted in Figure 20 are density plots of the altitude profiles for each experiment condition. From the plots it was concluded that with the PVD-TSD interface aircraft stay higher for a longer period of time. The effect of the INTERFACE on the altitude where the aircraft were cleared for the CDO is clearly reflected. Also visible is the maximum FL180 at the IAF at approximately 65 NM from the runway. After passing the IAF there were no significant differences between the altitude profiles.
G. Safety
One loss of separation in the own sector occurred when controlling the aircraft using the PVD-STL interface for two IAFs. The two aircraft involved were both cleared for a CDO. The subject commented that one of the aircraft descended slower than expected and was already monitoring the situation. However, the experiment design did not allow any interventions after CDO clearance.
A Friedman"s ANOVA did not indicate any significant effect of the experiment conditions on the final spacing between aircraft, χ 2 (3) = 2.09, p 0.55. The final spacing between aircraft subtracted by the wake separation minimum is plotted in Figure 21 . The median of the difference between the final spacing and separation was 0.26 NM for both interfaces. In 20% of the cases the difference was negative, indicating a potentially unresolved conflict. When observing the experiment, one unresolved conflict for the PVD-STL was counted and two for the PVD-TSD interface. The remaining conflicts were identified to be the result of the round off on the PVD-TSD interface, conflicts being masked by the trajectory lines on the PVD-TSD interface, and predictor uncertainty. In these cases the wake vortex separation was not exceeded by more than 0.45 NM with a median of -0.09 NM and -.014 NM for the PVD-STL and PVD-TSD interface respectively. Table 12 gives the mean and standard deviation of the hourly throughput measured at the runway. The ShapiroWilk test indicated the data of the hourly throughput for the four experiment conditions were not significantly different from a normal distribution (p > 0.05). A repeated measure ANOVA did not show any significant main effect of the INTERFACE, IAF on throughput measured at the runway threshold. 
H. Throughput
I. Final Questionnaire
All subjects agreed or strongly with the statement that the TSD provided the necessary information to space traffic for CDO. Four subjects gave the PVD-STL interface the same rating. Two subjects disagreed with the statement. All subjects strongly agreed with the statements that they used the TSD to plan and implement their actions when available. Five subjects strongly agreed with the statement that the information displayed on the PVD and TSD are complementary. One subject strongly agreed with this statement. Two subjects strongly agreed with the statement that the integration of the information displayed on the PVD-TSD interface was easy. Three subjects agreed and one was undecided. Table 13 summarizes the response to the statement "The following DMI worked intuitively:". None of the DMIs was rate below "undecided" and these ratings were therefore removed from the table. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated that the DMIs for speed and altitude were rated significantly higher than the waypoint and heading DMIs, p < 0.05. Task Difficulty A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to analyze the effect of the INTERFACE on the levels of the difficulty to identify conflicts, solutions to conflicts, gaps in the sequence, knock-on effects, and control of aircraft. The modes of the responses are given in Table 14 . Confliction identification was rated significantly less difficult for the PVD-TSD interface than the PVD-STL interface, z = -2.27, p < 0.05. Also the difficulty of identifying gaps, z = -2.06, p < 0.05, knock on effects, z = -2.27, p < 0.05, and control of the aircraft z = -2.00, p < 0.05 were rate lower. The effect on identifying a solution to a conflict was not significant, z = -1.52, p = 0.13. 
Direct Manipulation Interfaces
Control Strategy
All subjects followed a strategy to first try to resolve a conflict using speed control. Four of the six subjects commented they also used altitude to resolve conflicts, but only for "fine tuning". Eventually, heading instructions were used if needed. The reported strategies did not vary with the interface. The subjects did not comment on their strategy to close gaps in the arrival sequence.
VIII. Discussion
The impact of the TSD on the controller interface is significant. Therefore, as an alternative to the TSD, a support tool in the form of a stack list (STL) was developed that would require minimum changes of the interface. The results showed no significant effects of the interface on the capacity and final inter-aircraft spacing. This result was hypothesized, as both interfaces provide the controller with the information to accurately space the aircraft (H1). Significant effects on the controller workload, the overall situational awareness, controller instructions, aircraft trajectories, and CDO performance were found.
According to the ISA and NASA-TLX the workload was lower when using the PVD-TSD interface. The number of IAFs had significant effect on the ISA score only. Adding a second IAF to the scenario lead to an increase of the ISA score (higher workload). The size of this effect, according to the linear response model was half the size of the interface. The NASA-TLX also gave insights in the factors contributing to the experienced workload. The PVD-TSD decreased the required effort and mental workload. Absolute judgments of the workload ratings are generally not very meaningful. 28 From observations and comments made by the subjects it was concluded that workload when using the PVD-TSD interface was very low. The subjects had the time to plan the traffic well ahead and were often waiting on the next aircraft to make its initial call and take control.
The SASHA test allowed for a relative comparison of the level of SA. 29 The level of SA increased with the PVD-TSD interface and decreased when adding a second IAF independent of the interface. The main effect of the interface on the workload and SA confirmed the hypothesis H2. None of the interactions between the interface and the number of IAFs was significant. The hypothesis H3 that the effect of adding a second IAF would be smaller when using the PVD-TSD interface was not supported.
Further analysis focused on the number of instructions per aircraft and the time interval in which the aircraft received instructions. With the PVD-TSD interface the total number of instructions decreased by 25%. More interesting result was the interaction between the interface and the number of IAFs. For the PVD-STL interface the number of instructions increased with the number of IAFs, but for the PVD-TSD interface there was no significant effect. This supported the hypothesis H3 that the effect of the number of IAFs is smaller when using the PVD-TSD interface. Comparing the use of instructions between the interfaces, it was seen that the use of speed control reduced by 50%, from on average two instructions per aircraft to one. The DMIs that were introduced enabled the subjects to accurately set the speed to resolve conflicts or close gaps in the sequence. As a result there was an even bigger effect on the number of instructions that would change the aircraft lateral path. The number of heading instructions and directs decreased by 75%. This was not clearly reflected in the miles flown and the sector time. The route design played a significant role in this. When using the PVD-TSD interface more use of the available STARs was made. However the STARs, did not provide the most direct route between the entry points and IAFs, as can be seen in Figure 10 . Aircraft that received instructions to fly a lateral path different from the arrival route possibly flew less track miles to the IAF than aircraft on the STAR, for example for the entry point HELEN as can be seen in Figure  19 . Because fewer instructions were given, it was also expected that the instructions were given in a shorter time frame. The analysis showed that the first instruction and last instruction were received earlier when the PVD-TSD interface was used. The last instruction to the aircraft was the clearance for the CDO. When using the PVD-TSD the aircraft received the clearance 18 NM earlier according to the response model. This enabled the aircraft to start the CDO from greater distance to the runway and from a higher altitude, benefitting the economical and environmental performance as hypothesized in H4.
In previous research ATCos reported difficulties integrating the information displayed on the PVD and TSD and started to focus on the TSD. 11, 12 To resolve these issues the concept of Visual Momentum was applied. In the questionnaire the subjects responded that integrating the information was easy. Also the SASHA questionnaire did not indicate difficulties in building a mental picture of the traffic situation. To analyze whether subjects started to focus on the TSD the selection of aircraft and use of the DMIs was analyzed. Both indicated that the subjects primarily used the PVD to make inputs to the system. These findings were supported by the display used for ISA; 3% of the total number of ratings was given through the TSD with a maximum of five ratings per simulation run out of 13. One subject commented he had the feeling of being less aware of the greater picture and was focusing primarily on the TSD. This was partly reflected in the SASHA scores. When only one IAF was under control the SASHA score for the PVD-TSD interface was lower. For all other subjects the SASHA scores for the PVD-TSD interface were always higher than the scores for the PVD-STL interface. Additionally, the subject also had the second highest number of inputs on the TSD, but still made most inputs on the PVD. To unambiguously determine focus on either display, information from an eye-tracker is needed.
At the end of the final questionnaire the subjects were asked if they had any suggestions or comments on the two interfaces. The suggestions that were given varied strongly between the subjects and did not indicate clear areas for improvement or a lack of functionality. Various minor changes to the interface were proposed. For the simulator that was used two subjects commented on the text-to-speech technique that was used. The use of single voice did not allow them to identify a flight by the voice.
IX. Conclusion
The Time-Space Diagram controller support tool (TSD) enables the air traffic controller to accurately space, sequence, and merge traffic for Continuous Decent Operation (CDO) for traffic coming from different directions. Compared to a stack list providing the required spacing and time to loose or gain for CDO, the controller workload was significantly lower at a higher level of situational awareness. Adding a second sector with traffic arriving from a different direction to the scenario had a less significant effect on the traffic handling. The TSD interface freed time to plan traffic ahead using Direct Manipulation Interfaces, which according to all subjects worked intuitively. Early accurate speed control was applied. The number of instructions per aircraft was decreased by 25% and instructions were given earlier. The number of heading instructions was reduced by 75%. More use was made of the fixed arrival routes. No benefits on the track miles were demonstrated because the arrivals routes did not provide the most direct routing. Because instructions were given earlier aircraft commenced their CDO at a higher altitude and greater distance from the runway.
